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Abstract 
Let p be a prime and [X, X] the group consisting of classes of stable self-maps on a space X. 
The mod p stable order of X denoted by 1x1, is defined to be the order of the stable identity map 
in the group [X, X] @ Z(,), where Z(,) is the ring of integers localized at p. Let X,“+” be a finite 
CW-complex with nontrivial cells of dimensions between n and n + k. In this paper we prove in 
Theorem 1.1 that IX,“fkIp 6 p[kI(2(~-‘))l+V+E, where E = 0 if p is odd, and is 2 if p = 2, while 
v = min{j 1 P~H,(X~+~; Zc,)) = 0). As an application, we determine in Theorem 1.2 the mod 
p stable order of stunted lens spaces Lip_:“) mod p”, where p is an odd prime. 
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1. Introduction 
The stable order of a space X, which is denoted by 1x1, is defined to be the order 
of the stable identity map in the group [X,X] consisting of classes of stable self-maps 
on X, while the mod p stable order of X denoted by 1x1, for a prime p is the order 
of the stable identity map in the group [X, X] I% I%@), where iZ(,) is the ring of integers 
localized at p. 
The number /XI, is important in stable homotopy, since if 1x1, is finite, then 
/Xl,z = 0 for x E E*(X) (or E,(X)), where IS,(-) (or IS*(-)) is a reduced ho- 
mology (or cohomology) localized at p. 
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Let Xn be the n-skeleton of a CW-complex X and X$” = Xn+lc/XnP1. By using 
the vanishing line of a mod p stable Adams spectral sequence (ASS), we will prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let v = min{j 1 pjg*(Xc+“; Zc,)) = 0). Ifu is$nite, then 
jX,^+kJp ,< p[“lMp-‘))l+~+~, 
where E = 0 if p is odd, and is 2 if p = 2. 
Let q > 2 be an integer and L 2n+’ the standard lens space mod q. As indicated in 16, 
p. 911, there is a CW-structure on L2n+1 with just one cell in each dimension < 2n + 1. 
Let L2n be the 2n-skeleton of L2n+‘. Then LE+” = Ln+lC/L,_l is called a stunted lens 
space mod q. As an application of Theorem 1.1, we prove: 
Theorem 1.2. Let p be an odd prime and q = p”. Let Lif_:“) be a stunted lens space 
mod q. Then 
For q = 2”, the mod 2 stable order of a stunted lens space L2+, 2(n+m) is determined in 
[5,7]. Thus for a stunted lens space Lip_:“’ mod q with q = py’py . . pFT, we can read 
off the stable order ILgztfrnl by the formula 
IXI = rl[ IXIPP 
P 
where p runs over all primes. 
2. Mod p orders and some Adams differentials 
First we give some elementary lemmas on 1x1,. Recall that the suspension order of a 
space X, which was defined by Toda in [5], is the order of the identity map in the group 
[SX, SX] consisting of classes (unstable) of the self-maps on X. Note that 1x1, is not 
always finite. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a finite CW-complex. 
(i) H, (X; Z) is finite iff E, (X, I?$,~) is jnite; 
(ii) 1x1, is finite ifs H,(X, EC,)) is jinite. 
Proof. The statement (i) follows from the universal coefficient theorem in homology and 
the fact that X is a finite CW-complex. The necessity in (ii) is also immediate. For the 
sufficiency in (ii), we note that if @*(X, Z(,)) is finite, then @*(X; Z) is finite by (i). 
This means that the suspension order of S3X is finite [5, Theorem 1.51. Thus IX], is 
finite. Cl 
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As seen in the proof of Lemma 2.1, if fi,(X, Z(n)) is finite for one p, then I?,(X; Z) 
is finite. Thus we have the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a jinite CW-complex. Then 1x1 is Jinite if 1x1, is jnite for one 
prime p. 
Let X, = X/X m-1 Then the next lemma is immediate by the long exact sequence . 
derived by applying k,(-; Z(n)) to the cofibre sequence 
x”-’ -+ x + X,. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a finite CW-complex. For a fixed p, if two of the numbers 
lXm-ljP, 1x1, and IX, IP are finite, then so is the third. 
Lemma 2.4. Let p be fixed prime and X and Y two finite CW-complexes. 
(9 IX A YIP < min{/XI,, IYIp). 
(ii) IX x Y], = maxOXk IYIp>. 
Proof. Let LX be the stable identity map on X. Then (i) follows from the fact that if 
nLdy = 0 in homotopy, then so is nix A LY. For (ii), by [l, Proposition 3.1, p. 2921, we 
have a homotopy equivalence 
S(XxY)-s(x~Y)vsxvsY. 
Then (ii) follows from (i). 0 
We now review the pre-spectral sequence. Let p be a prime and A the mod p Steenrod 
algebra. The cohomology H* (-) will refer to Z, coefficients. Suppose that for each 
n 3 1 the cofibre sequence 
X” t xn+’ -+ xc,+; (2.1) 
induces a short exact sequence on H*(-). Th en similarly to [3, p. 261, a pre-spectral 
sequence (PSS) converging to ExtA(H*(X), Zn) is defined with Et term given by 
Estt = 2 Ext”A”(H*(X;), Z,) (2.2) 
j=o 
where the differential d, goes from Ext;“(H* (X:), Z,) to Exti”‘* (H* (Xi::), Z,). 
Note that Xi = V Si, a wedge of some j-spheres. When (2.1) doesn’t induce a short 
exact sequence on H* (-), the following version of PSS applies. Let IV be an A-module. 
Suppose deg(z) 3 0 for all CK E IV. Let Wi = {z E IV ) deg(z) < i} and IV: = {zr E 
W 1 deg(z) = i}. Let b E A be a homogeneous class. The A action on Wi is given by 
bn: = 0 if deg(b) + deg(z) 3 i + 1, and is as in W otherwise; while the A action on W: 
is given by bz = 0 if deg(b) 3 1. The following sequence 
0 t I@-’ t wi t kv,i t 0 
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of A-modules is exact for each i 3 0. Thus a pre-spectral sequence converging to 
ExtA(W, Z,) is also defined with El term given by 
E;>t = 2 Ex$(W,‘, Z,) (2.3) 
i=O 
where the differential d, goes from the Ext>t(w:, 26,) to Ext~“t(IV~~~, Z,). Note that 
W_ is a sum of some 74,‘s with generators of degree j as A-modules. 
The following vanishing line theorem is well known. 
Lemma 2.5. (i) Suppose p is an odd prime. Thett 
Ex$ (Z,, Z,) = 0 
ifo<t-s<2(p-l)s-2. 
(ii) Suppose p = 2, then Ext>“(Z;?, Z,) = 0 ifs > [(t - s)/2] + 3. 
For a space X and a fixed prime p, let ET(X) be the E,-term of the mod p stable 
ASS for the stable homotopy group 7r* (X)(n). 
Definition 2.6. Let T 3 2. An element z # 0 in E:lt(X) is ha-free if hgkx # 0 in 
E”+“atfk(X) for k > 1; and E,“,*(X) T is ha-free if each nontrivial element of E,Slt(X) 
is he-free. 
Let Xn+’ be a finite CW-complex with nontrivial cells of dimensions between n and 7% 
n + 1. It is easy to see that E~tT~S+T+~(X~f’) is ha-free when s > 0 and T 3 2. 
Remark 2.7. An ha-free element of E, ““,““(X) will correspond an infinite tower with 
bottom class at s = SO in the chart for ET(X) in the mod p stable ASS for rr*(X)(,). In 
particular if x E E, s”,to(X) is ha-free and d,(y) = 5, then the whole tower correspond- 
ing to x in the chart for ET(X) is killed by d,-differentials. Also, if d,(hiy) = 0 in 
Es~~+s,t~)+s(X) and E,s”>tll(X) is ha-free, then d,(y) = 0 in E,““>tO(X). T 
Now we consider some Adams differentials. 
Lemma 2 8 . . Let Xn+’ be ajnite CW-complex with nontrivial cells of dimensions n and 
n + 1. Suppose all i-torsions of En (Xz+’ ; Z) are of order < p”. If r 3 v + 1, then 
d,(z) = 0 
for x E E:>s+n+l (Xz+’ ) in the stable mod p ASS for 7r* (X,“+‘),,,. 
Proof. First we claim that the morphism i, : E,“,“+“(Xz) + E~~S+~(X~+l) induced by 
the inclusion i : Xz + X,“+’ is surjective for r > 2 and s > 0. For r = 2, this follows 
from the exact sequence below 
+ EY+= (X,“) + E;‘“+“(X~+‘) + E;7S+n(X;$) + 
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and the fact E~“““(X~~“) = 0. Since E,“s”+“-‘(X2) = 0 and E~~“f”-‘(X,“f’) = 0 
for s > 0, i, is also surjective for r 3 3. 
Next we claim that the morphism 
h” .J$,n+'(X,"+') + E;,s+n+'(X,n+l) 
0 
defined by sending x to hSx is surjective for s 3 0. If r = 2, then it follows from the 
five lemma and the diagram below 
with rows being exact. Since E~fT,s+T+n(X~+’ ) is ho-free for s 3 0, the case r = 2 of 
the claim implies the general cases r 3 3 by Remark 2.7. 
Now suppose d, # 0 on ET ‘T+~+’ (Xc+‘) for r 3 w + 1 and some s 3 0. Then we can 
assume s = 0. Let x0 E E$“+‘(X,“+‘), yT E E;‘+“(X,“), satisfying dr(xo) = i*(yl’) # 
0 in E’,‘+“(Xz+‘). Since yr . IS divisible by pr and the class i*(yl’/p’) converges to a 
homotipy element in 7r”(Xz+‘)(n) of order pr, the following diagram below 
Tn+1 (xn”+f” = v s,“+’ ) ~%(X,n) i* ------+7rn(X~+‘) -0 
h J h h 
KL+l(x:$l = v%+') "-H,(x,n;z)~H,(x,n+';;z)-0, 
where h is a suitable stable Hurewicz map which is an isomorphism in the first or the 
second column, implies that H,(X,“+’ ; Z) has a p torsion of order pr. This is contrary 
to our assumption. 0 
3. Proofs of theorems 
We may regard a finite CW-complex X as a spectrum in the stable homotopy by 
defining the n-space of the spectrum to be SnX for n 3 0. Then for a finite spectrum 
W, there is always a finite CW-complex XF with nontrivial cells of dimensions between 
n and m satisfying W = C” Xz for some Ic when Xr is regarded as a spectrum, and 
W is called a stable CW-complex with cells of dimensions between n + Ic and m + Ic. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will follow from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let Xi, be a stable CW-complex with cells of dimensions between 1 
and -k. Let 
2, = min{j 1 J~H,(XI,,;Z+,)) = 0} 
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and 
[~/P(P - l))] VP odd, 
so = [k/2] + 2 ifp = 2. 
Then E$ (Xl,) = 0 in mod p stable ASS for nTT,(Xlk)(P) if .S 2 so + II. 
Proof. For i = 0, 1, let yi : E,“%“+‘-“(X1,) --t E, s~s+‘--i(X~) be the morphism induced 
by the projection Xik+Xd. 
Step A. We claim that when r 3 2 and s 3 SO 
i 
q. : E;)S+’ (Xi,) + E,“>“+‘(Xd) is surjective; 
4’ : E~+T--I~SfT-‘(X~k) --t E~+T-“s+T-‘(X~) is injective. 
Note that the claim is true as long as it is true for r = 2. By the PSS converging to 
Ez(XIL) as defined in (2.2) with the E’ term given by 
Es” = 2 Ext>“(n/,z, Z,), 
a=-k 
where W = I?*(XI:), we see Ed”‘“+’ (XI:) = 0 when s > SO by Lemma 2.5. Then 
by the exact sequence below 
+ E;++’ (Xl,) --t E;++’ (X,,‘) -% E;+‘,‘+’ (XI:), 
qo is surjective when r = 2 and s 3 SO. Similarly by the exact sequence 
+ E;+‘++’ (XI;) -+ E;+“‘+‘(X$ + E;+‘,“+‘(X;) +, 
q1 is injective when r = 2 and s > SO. 
Step B. Suppose zS, # 0 in 3::’ (Xl,) with s > SO + V. By Step A, the morphism 
q’ : E:$ (xl,) + E:$ (x;) 
is injective when s > sa+v. Thus ql (xi) # 0 in EzQl (Xi). This means that CZ~ survives 
to a homotopy class in Q(XA) of infinite order because by Lemma 2.8, 
dt = 0 : E;‘>S’+’ (X;) + E;‘+t>s’+t(X;) 
when t > v + 1 and Ez:’ (Xi) is ha-free for s 2 II + 1. Now by the diagram below 
we see Ha(X’,;Z) has an element of infinite order. This is contrary to our assump- 
tion. 0 
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For a finite CW-complex, let DX be its S-dual. Note that DS” = SPn and 
X”/X”_’ = VP, a wedge of some n-spheres. By 14, Corollary 14.331, the cofibre 
sequence X”-’ + Xn + Xn/X”-’ induces a cofibre sequence 
D(Xn/X”-‘)+DX” + DX”-‘. 
Then the following lemma can be obtained by inductions on n. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Xn+k be a jinite CW-complex with nontrivial cells of dimensions be- 71 
tween n and n + k. Then there is a finite CW-complex Wz+k with nontrivial cells of 
dimensions between m and m + k for some m such that 
C-m-n-k W;+k = DX,“+k 
when Wzfk is regarded as a spectrum. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Note that if g*(X; Zc,)) is finite, then by S-duality and Kunneth 
theorem, i?*(X A DX;Zc,)) is finite. Moreover if z, = min{j / $ii,(X;Zc,)) = 0}, 
then each element of _i?, (X A DX; Z@)) is of order 6 p”. 
Let A&L, be the l-skeleton of the stable CW-complex Xz+” A DX”+” under 
Lemma 3.2. Let w : So --t X, +lc A DX,“+” be the stable map obtained b; S-duality 
from the identity map Xz+” --t Xntk. Then w pulls back to h4!‘, and w is of order 
< psil+U in 7ro(A41k) @ Z(,) by Lekma 3.1, where SO is defined in Lemma 3.1. Then 
Theorem 1 .l follows. •I 
In the remainder of this section, we assume that L:+k is a stunted lens space mod p” 
with p odd. 
Let 77 be the complex Hopf bundle over the standard infinite lens space Loo mod p” 
and p = q - 1. For a cohomology E*(-), let Ef,q(E*(X)) denote the E2 term of the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging to E*(X). 
Lemma 3.3. (i) i7(LizI:“+‘) z5 K(L~~‘~m). 
(ii) For 1 < i < [k/2], the order of& in k(L2”+‘) is p”+[(k-i)/(~-l)I. 
(iii) The element (T~+~ E K(LgR’tm) is of order p”+[(“-t)~(p-l)l for 0 < t < m, 
Proof. The statement (ii) can be found in [2, p. 851, while (i) follows easily from the 
fact that both Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences converging to K*(LzR’:“+‘) and 
K*(LiE’y”) collapse and the map 
induced by the inclusion L2n_, 2n+2m_tL~~~:m+’ is an isomorphism. 
For (iii), the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences converging to K*(L2n+2m) and 
K*(Liz’:“) also collapse. Thus we can easily see by looking into E2 terms that 
p” : K”(L;;r:m) --f K”(L2n+2m ) is injective, where p is the projection L2n+2m + 
L$ErT”. Thus (iii) follows from (ii). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.1, 
On the other hand, the order of aTL t K(L$t:‘“) is p”+[m/(~-‘)l by Lemma 3.3(iii). 
Thus 
and Theorem 1.2 follows. 0 
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